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This article will cover 3 aspects that I believe a coach needs to know even before they have started 

coaching a player. The following comes from my own experience in Australia over the last 25 years.  
 

Length of a player’s career 
Knowing how long a player’s career will last before they stop “playing to improve” can assist coach’s 

approach to help juniors. Generally when players are trying to improve their standard they will, 

- Play most/all tournaments  

- Train/play more or the same amount of hours as the previous year/s  

In Australia players normally stop trying to improve at ages 15-17 and  nearly all never come back to 

strive for higher levels therefore coaches have a narrow window of 2-7 years to help players improve. 
 

Knowing this can help determine what skills coaches try to teach and when to introduce them. Players 

who have a long term approach are generally easier to coach as they can spend more time developing 

each skill before progressing to more complex aspects of the game. Players who have a short term 

approach usually like to know the more complex aspects even though they are usually not ready. Also, 

people who have a short term approach normally want to use faster equipment as early as possible.  

These factors should be discussed by player/parent and coach on a regular (annual) basis as it will help 

determine what approach a coach takes in terms of introducing certain shots and what skills should be 

focused on in the coming 1-2 years. Off course a player’s plan/commitment to their improvement can 

change quickly but at least if there’s a plan it makes everyone’s (coach, player & parent) job easier.     
 

Differences between coaching males and females  
A coach should understand that the male and female game can differ in terms of what skills are more 

important. The male game is largely based on, power, spin and speed whereas the female game is 

largely based on speed and lesser degree spin and power – most sports are the same. This is evidenced 

by watching the top players of each gender on the world and local (Australian) scene. Due to this 

difference, the technique of basic shots for females is more important than males as it’s harder to 

become more accurate with shots that have less spin. 
 

Knowing certain body types can have a bearing on a player’s future style  
After coaching hundreds of players of various ages & body types over many years I’ve realized 

improving a player’s standard can be more about understanding how and why some can get more/less 

power, spin and speed on their shots, combined with how many hours per week they play. If coaching 

beginners and/or very young players, this will become more obvious after the first year or two. 
 

It’s a fact that certain body types will make it easier/harder to get more/less power/spin or be a 

faster/slower mover around the court. This means some body types can force players to become a 

particular style to reach their full potential. Example is; a player who has fast twitch muscle fibers will 

find it much easier to hit/loop faster and harder compared to someone who doesn’t. 

Some factors to look for are, 

- General build; examples are, tall & gangly, short & stocky, etc. 

- Short or long wrist, fingers, arms and legs 

- Bone density/ body weight. Some players are naturally heavier than others but still considered 

to be physically strong & fit while others are natural lightweights and can move faster. 
 

SUMMARY 
There are exceptions for every idea or suggestion but there’s also enough proof over the years to say 

these ideas and suggestions are the norm rather than the exception. 


